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In the mimicry perspective, the connection between literature and politics cannot be avoided. Therefore, the literature work can reflect the people who are active in the world of politics, that is politician.

The problems that are discussed in this research are (1) how the behaviour of politicians in short story collection written by Kuntowijoyo with title First Lesson for Politician is? and (2) how the implication of the politician behaviour in character education at senior high school is?

The research aims to describe how (1) how the behaviour of politicians in short story collection written by Kuntowijoyo with title First Lesson for Politician is? and (2) how the implication of the politician behaviour in character education at senior high school is?

The research uses qualitative descriptive method. Data source in the research is volitional and mandatory behaviour found in short story collection Kuntowijoyo with title First Lesson for Politician. The data source is gathered with the technique of book study. The data is analyzed through 3 stages, that is (1) data reduction, (2) data display, and (3) verification.

The results showed that the short story collection the first lesson for politician candidate consists of the volitional behaviour such as blaming at the others, complaining, preferring loving to hating, open minded, politics lobby, relying on family, spreading enchantment, honest, obedient to worship and mandatory behaviour such as deciding something with meeting, performing law, interviewing, cooperating with concerned apparatus. The volitional and mandatory behaviour can be applied as the subject in the literature teaching and learning.
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